Two Well-Compatible Acceptors with Efficient Energy Transfer Enable Ternary Organic Photovoltaics Exhibiting a 13.36% Efficiency.
Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) are fabricated with PM6 as donor and T6Me, IT-2F, or their mixture as acceptor. A 13.36% power conversion efficiency (PCE) is achieved from the optimized ternary OPVs with 50 wt% IT-2F in acceptors, which is attributed to the enhanced photon harvesting of ternary active layers and improved exciton utilization efficiency through energy transfer from IT-2F to T6Me. The efficient energy transfer from IT-2F to T6Me can be confirmed from the photoluminescence spectra of neat and blend films, which may provide additional channels to enhance exciton utilization efficiency for achieving short-circuit current density (JSC ) improvement of ternary OPVs. It should be highlighted that the fill factor (FF) of ternary OPVs can be monotonously increased along with the incorporation of IT-2F, indicating the gradually optimized phase separation degree of ternary active layers. The third component IT-2F plays a key role in optimizing phase separation as a morphology regulator. Over 8% PCE improvement is achieved in the optimized ternary OPVs compared with the over 12% PCEs of the corresponding binary OPVs, respectively. This work indicates that the performance of ternary OPVs can be well optimized by carefully picking materials with good compatibility and complementary absorption spectra, as well as the appropriate energy levels.